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FOUNDED IN 1844, Buckeye International, 

Inc. has earned its reputation as a leader in 

the cleaning/maintenance products industry. 

Because of a continued commitment to de-

veloping products that are safer for workers 

and the environment, Buckeye established 

itself as “green” long before it became a 

marketing strategy.

While manufacturing safer products for 

the worker and environment are important 

goals, equally important is a commitment 

to uncompromised product performance. 

Buckeye's Green Seal® certified products not 

only outperform other green products, they 

also outperform non-green, conventional 

chemistries. 

One of Buckeye’s biggest breakthroughs was 

the development of patented Liquescent® 

technology. This water-based technology 

strengthens the cleaning power of Buckeye 

products, and replaces hazardous chemical 

ingredients including butyl, ammonia, sol-

vents, and alcohol bases. Buckeye’s Liques-

cent-based floor strippers are butyl-free, cold 

water activated, and effective on even the 

most difficult finish. Buckeye's resilient floor 

care program also includes durable floor 

finishes that extend strip cycles while reduc-

ing product and water usage.  Buckeye also 

recently introduced the Buckeye Reflections® 

Wood Floor Program offering oil and water-

based wood floor coatings with the lowest 

VOCs (volatile organic compounds) on the 

market.

Buckeye’s commitment to the environment 

doesn’t end with products. The recyclable 

and biodegradable Action Pac® was the first 

packaging type in the industry to utilize a 

“bag-in-a-box”. In 1999, Buckeye introduced 

the Smart Sac™ (manufactured with 60% 

less plastic than rigid containers). These 

packaging types, used in conjunction with 

Buckeye’s patented dilution systems make 

Buckeye products safer to use, and eliminate 

product waste while promoting recycling. 

The end-result is a comprehensive line of 

cleaning and maintenance products that are 

safer for the environment and the worker, 

without sacrificing outstanding performance. 

Buckeye invites you to test for yourself.



PACKAGING

Half Gallon
Manufactured with 25% post consumer resin, the 
half gallon container is also recyclable.

Pint
Made of recyclable plastic, the pint bottle’s conve-
nient size is easy-to-use with a push/pull top.

Wipes Container
Made with recyclable plastic, the wipe container 
is convenient and easy-to-use with a flip top lid. 
Simply pull, wipe, and toss.

0.75 Gallon Squeeze/Pour Bottle
Made with recyclable plastic, the 0.75 gallon 
squeeze/pour bottle is a convenient size for 
handling and has a built-in measuring chamber for 
easy product dilution.

Mega Pac™

The 260-gallon “bag-in-a-box” container allows for 
greater volume and greater economy. Compact 
and stable, the Mega Pac is designed for easy 
disposal. Use with Mega Pac valve opening tool.

Drum
Stackable and recyclable, the drum is economical 
and equipped with a spigot. Available in 30-gallon 
and 55-gallon sizes. 

Smart Sac™

A revolutionary concept in package design, the 
5-liter Smart Sac is easily transportable and has 
a 99.9% product evacuation rate. The Smart Sac 
is waterproof, and contains 60% less plastic than 
rigid containers.

Action Pac®

Buckeye International was the first in the 
industry to introduce this 5-gallon bag-in-a-box 
that reduces frequent change-outs and is shrink-
wrapped for water resistance. The Action Pac box 
is recyclable and biodegradable with 1/12 the 
plastic of a 5-gallon pail.

Gallon
Manufactured with 25% post consumer resin, the 
gallon container is heat-sealed to eliminate leaks 
during shipping.

Quart
Manufactured with 25% post-consumer resin, the 
quart bottle is recyclable and its shape conforms 
to the hands for easy use. It is available with an 
adjustable trigger sprayer or flip top cap.

Aerosol
The recyclable, ready-to-use aerosol can is con-
venient, contains no CFCs, and is made of 25% 
recycled steel.

Buckeye offers a variety of easy-to-store, durable packaging 
with multi-lingual labeling.
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GREEN 
PRODUCTS

Buckeye green products are dilutable (where applicable), 
butyl-free, and contain no APEO’s or EDTA while 
maintaining maximum product performance.††

True 7™

pH Neutral Cleaner* - UL listed for slip resistance
True 7 pH neutral cleaner is effective on all hard surfaces for use in mop buckets, automatic 
scrubbers, spray bottles, and other applications. True 7 contains no perfume.

RAM™

Heavy-Duty Cleaner/Degreaser*
RAM removes animal and petroleum greases, fats and oils from hard surfaces with multiple 
dilutions and applications. RAM may be used in food processing and service areas. RAM 
contains no perfume.

Star Spray™ Concentrate
Glass Cleaner* 
Star Spray Concentrate’s non-streaking formula contains no alcohol, butyl or ammonia, and is 
safe on all glass including Plexiglas®, computer screens, chrome, and bar code scanners.

Tenacity®

All-Purpose Cleaner* - UL listed for slip resistance
Tenacity is a dilutable all-purpose cleaner for use on hard, nonporous surfaces. Tenacity may be 
used in mop buckets, automatic scrubber, no APEO, and no EDTA.

Verde™

Environmental Floor Finish** - UL listed for slip resistance
Verde is a high gloss floor finish formulated with no ammonia or zinc, meeting the most 
stringent environmental standards while maintaining maximum product performance.

Penetrate®

Environmental Floor Stripper** 
Penetrate floor stripper is non DOT corrosive, contains no butyl, and works in cold water to 
liquefy floor finish and sealer.

Marauder®

Environmental General Purpose Cleaner* - UL listed for slip resistance 
Marauder is a powerful cleaner/degreaser boosted with hydrogen peroxide, and is non DOT 
corrosive. Also available in unscented version.

Buckeye Green Light
Super Concentrated Floor Cleaner* - UL listed for slip resistance 
Buckeye Green Light is a super concentrated floor cleaner that is chemically neutral when 
diluted. It is packaged in an easy-to-use squeeze and pour bottle with a built-in measuring 
chamber designed for use with an automatic scrubber.

Available Packaging

¾G 30G 260MP55GG SS AP

¾G 30G 260MP55GG SS AP

¾G 30G 260MP55GG SS AP

¾G 30G 260MP55GG SS AP

¾G 30G 260MP55GG SS AP

¾G 30G 260MP55GG SS AP

¾G 30G 260MP55GG SS AP

¾G 30G 260MP55GG SS AP

EDTA is a chelating agent that helps cleaners handle hard water. APEO is a type of 
surfactant that is not readily biodegradable.

††
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This product meets the Green Seal™ environmental 
standard for industrial and institutional cleaners 
based on its reduced human and environmental 
toxicity and reduced volatile organic compound 
content.

This product meets Green Seal™ standard for 
industrial and institutional floor care products  
based on its reduced human and aquatic toxicity 
and reduced smog production potential.

*

**



FLOOR CARE Buckeye floor finishes are easy to apply, and formulated for 
superior durability and gloss. All Buckeye floor finishes are  
non-yellowing, non-powdering, U.L. listed for slip resistance,  
and extend strip cycles.

FLOOR FINISHES, SEALERS
AND ENHANCERS

Castleguard®

High Solids Metal Interlock Floor Finish - UL listed for slip resistance
The King of Floor Finishes™, Castleguard, provides a superior “wet look” depth of gloss 
with unmatched response to burnishing. No sealer required.

Lucent™

Urethane Fortified Floor Finish - UL listed for slip resistance 
Lucent is a urethane fortified acrylic floor finish that provides excellent gloss, and resists 
scuffs and stains on resilient and non-resilient floors.

Buckeye LiquiMax®

Maximum Durability Finish - UL listed for slip resistance
Buckeye LiquiMax is formulated to extend strip cycles to 18-36 months when following 
recommended procedures. LiquiMax is microabrasion resistant, and works with buff or 
no-buff programs.

Citation®

Sealer/Finish - UL listed for slip resistance 
Citation floor finish/sealer maintains its high gloss with little maintenance required. 
Citation resists scuffs, holds up under extreme conditions, and responds well to any 
burnisher. No sealer required.

Cirene™

Concrete Terrazzo Sealer/Finish - UL listed for slip resistance
Cirene is a water-based sealer designed for concrete and terrazzo floors with incredible 
adhesion that requires no buffing.
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Castleguard, The King of Floor 

Finishes, offers an exceptional 

depth of gloss, and may be  

applied to virtually all hard floor 

surfaces to provide beauty and 

protection beyond expectations. 



FLOOR CARE
FLOOR FINISHES, SEALERS
AND ENHANCERS

1st Down®

Stain-Resistant Seal/Specialty Coating - UL listed for slip resistance
1st Down is formulated for use on extremely porous floors including resilient hard floors 
and masonry surfaces. 1st Down resists stains while protecting floors, and increases 
adhesion.

Proclaim®

Concrete Floor Coating - UL listed for slip resistance 
Proclaim is a water-based, urethane fortified acrylic concrete floor coating that provides 
high gloss and fork truck durability.

Floortonic™

Burnishing Liquid - UL listed for slip resistance 
Floortonic is a one-step cleaner and gloss restorer designed to improve traction on water-
based conventional floor finishes and wood floor coatings. It may be mopped on or applied 
using an automatic scrubber.

R.P.M.™

Realistic Professional Maintenance Finish Enhancer - UL listed for slip 
resistance
R.P.M. is a floor finish enhancer uniquely formulated to bond to floor finish to form a long-
lasting, durable gloss. R.P.M. may be mopped on or applied using an automatic scrubber.

Equity™

Spray Restorer For Buffing and Burnishing - UL listed for slip resistance
Equity repairs scratches, deep cleans, and improves durability using any speed burnishing 
machine.
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Buckeye floor finishes are easy to apply, and formulated for 
superior durability and gloss. All Buckeye floor finishes are  
non-yellowing, non-powdering, U.L. listed for slip resistance,  
and extend strip cycles.
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R.P.M. can be used as a mop-on 

dressing for unfinished rubber 

floors. Apply at a dilution rate up 

to 32 oz/gal. for some shine and 

protection.

1st Down, with its low solids, 

gets down into the tiny pores in 

non-porous floors (such as semi-

gloss or matte finished ceramic 

tile) and promotes adhesion. Top 

coat with a finish appropriate for 

the intended maintenance.



FLOOR CARE Reduce labor time with concentrated floor strippers that 
work in cold water and with one application. Buckeye 
floor strippers are butyl-free, and are patented with 
Liquescent® technology.

FLOOR STRIPPERS

Juggernaut®

The Ultimate Cold Water Floor Stripper
Juggernaut is formulated to remove 15+ coats of heavily burnished floor finishes and sealers 
for the toughest stripping tasks.

RipSaw™

Floor Stripper
RipSaw liquefies heavily burnished finish and sealer fast with low foam and a mild fragrance. 
RipSaw’s unique ADI® (Automatic Dilution Indicator) feature turns solution cloudy to indicate 
that it is properly diluted and ready to be used.

Revelation®

Universal Cold Water Floor Stripper 
Revelation liquefies finish and sealer on resilient tile and hard surface floors with a 1:10 
dilution for normal use.

Base Hit™

Baseboard Stripping Gel
Base Hit is a powerful baseboard and spot floor stripper with a clinging gel that sticks to 
vertical surfaces and removes heavy buildup. Base Hit easily rinses away and leaves no film 
behind.

Arriva™

Cold Water Mop-On Stripper
Arriva removes metal crosslink floor finishes with no machine scrubbing or rinsing required. 
Arriva is ideal for confined areas.

Liquid Shovel®
Mild pH Cold Water Stripper 
Liquid Shovel liquefies the toughest crosslink floor finishes on pH sensitive floors like rubber, 
linoleum, and Marmoleum®. Liquid Shovel is non-corrosive with low VOCs and has no noxious 
vapors.

Pad Pal™
Floor Pad Rejuvenator 
Pad Pal liquefies finish and dirt buildup, restoring and rejuvenating floor pads while reducing 
pad replacement costs.

S.W.A.T. NA™

Cold Water Non-Ammoniated Stripper 
S.W.A.T. NA is an economical, non-ammoniated floor stripper that liquefies metal crosslink 
floor finishes.

Available Packaging
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RipSaw Floor Stripper cuts 

through finish buildup fast, 

making the labor intensive 

task of stripping easier and 

more manageable.


